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Abstract: This article identifies macroscopic features of cardiac structure that lead to membrane
polarization both at the surface of the heart
and in the tissue bulk, and the conditions under which this polarization occurs. It offers a
better understanding of the interaction between
cardiac rnuscle and applied electric current in the
process of defibrillation.

Introduction
Defibrillation can be viewed as a two-phase process.
First, the exogenous current traverses the myocardium
causing changes in transmembrane potential. Second,
this shock-induced polarization across the membrane invokes active membrane behavior eventually resulting in
termination of the fibrillation wavefronts. The second
phase has been targeted by the majority of defibrillation research effort for many years (see [1] for review),
culminating in several hypotheses currently under investigation: the critical mass hypothesis, the upper limit
of vulnerability hypothesis, and the extension of refractoriness hypothesis. Whichever mechanisms of extinguishing fibrillation wavefronts are true, all of them
imply that a certain change in transmembrane potential should be first created in all, or in a critical mass,
of the myocardium. This testifies to the importance
of understanding how change in transmembrane potential is established by the applied electrical current when
traversing the anisotropic cardiac tissue structure. The
present article outlines the key points in the relationship
between anisotropic myocardial structure and shockinduced membrane polarization.

1. The fibrous structure of the myocardium gives rise
to transmembrane potential changes over regions containing many cells. We classify this large-scale polarization as surface polarization and polarization in the tissue
bulk since each is governed by different mechanisms.
2. The delivery or withdrawal of current in the tissue is associated with consequent current redistribution
between intra- and extracellular spaces in proportion to
the respective conductivities in these domains. It results
in surface membrane polarization which is characterized by vast changes in transmembrane potential near
the sources of external current. These excursions in potential fall off to zero over about three length constants
within the tissue. I subdivide surface polarization into
two types: (i) that associated with delivery of current
via direct contact between electrode and lissue, and (ii)
that resulting from current entering or leaving the rnyocardium through tissue boundaries. In both cases the
magnitude of surface polarization is affected by the electrical properties of the media encompassing cardiac tissue.

3. Membrane polarization in the tissue bulk
is characterized in the following way. Cardiac tissue
is characterized with unequal anisotropy ratios in the
intra- and extracellular conductivities. The unequal

Spatial distribution of membrane polarization in the myocardium
In previous studies of ours we have examined the distribution of transmembrane potential in the myocardium
[2, 3] for various electrode configurations and including various tissue structural features. Based on this research, we have formulated the following picture of the
relationship between anisotropic structure of the myocardium and shock-induced membrane polarization:

tissue
Figur-e 1: Schematic representalion of aarious types of
membrane polarization and their locations in the tissue:
(1) surface polarization, falls off to zero in each direclion ouer about three lenglh conslants within lhe tissue,
(2) polarizalion owing to intrinsic non-uniformity in er
tracellular gradient established bg the defibrillation electrodes, and (3) polarization due to change in fibers spa-

tial orientation.
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anisotropy ratios are the substrate for polarization in
the tissue bulk. The existence of unequal anisotropy ratios in cardiac tissue is, however, a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for polarization of the distant myocardium. tansmembrane potential changes in the tis-

bulk occur because:
o the gradienl of the edracellular electric field established in the fibrous tissue by defibrillation electrodes is spatially non-uniform. Each set of defibrillation electrodes is characterized by . certain
shape, size and separation between the leads. The
electrode set creates, even in a homogeneous conducting medium, an electric field the gradient of
which is intrinsically non-uniform in spacel. Similarly, the gradient of the extracellular field established in cardiac tissue by the same electrode configuration is spatially non-uniform. This is readily
reflected in the current flow which changes magnitude along fibers' pathways. Consequently, a
concuring current redistribution between the intraand extracellular spaces takes place over the region
of extracellular potential gradient non-uniformity.
Typically, the resulting membrane polarization extends beyond the distance of three length constants
from the source where surface polarization dominates (Fig.l). However, the very interior of tlie
myocardium is not affected by this mechanism since
the field far from the electrodes becomes nearly uniform. Polarization in the tissue bulk associated
with non-uniformity in the extracellular potential
gradient is most pertinent to internal defibrillation.
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o and/or fiber orientation changes in space. Individual fibers follow curved pathways in the heart,
and the fiber direction rotates across the ventricular

wall. The external current perpetually encounters
these changes in fiber spatial orientation and engages in redistribution between intra- and extracellular domains throughout the tissue. This mechanism can be isolated by subjecting cardiac muscle to

uniform flow of current, thus avoiding the intrinsic
non-uniformity in extracellular potential gradient
associated with electrode configuration. First, fiber
curvature establishes variations in the current magnitude along fibers' pathways. The concept is illustrated in Fig.2 through the example of a single fiber.
Second, fiber rotation across the wall ,,fans out"
the preferred current pathways from layer to layer.
Therefore, intra- and extracellular current components of varying-in-depth magnitude flow across
layers and cause continuous current redistribution
a
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Figure^2: Sketch_of a single curued fiber in a uniform
of current. Becau_se of curaaturi, the magni,tude of
the erternal current flowing along the f,ber membranä
is different at eaery point, thus preuenting-(in-equilibration
between inlra- and ertracellular currents
proportion
to the respectiue conducliuities) and causi,ng continuous
current redistribution and thu,s, transmembrane poten-
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tial emursions.

across the membrane and thus, membrane polarization. Transmembrane potential excursions due
to the change-in-fiber-orientation mechanism exist
throughorrt the myocardium (Fig.1). I" the immediate vicinity of the electrodes these are, however,
masked by the much larger surface polarization.

Conclusions
The relationship between anisotropic cardiac structure
and shock-induced transmembrane potential offered in
this research provides a fromework that could guide experimental design and interpretation of experimental
findings related to defibrillation of the heart.
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1In the present context the term
spatially non-'niform grad-ient
implies that the components of the gradient change non-linearly

in space.
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